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1. Introduction and Summary by a Systems Analyst 

Channel 4 - “Accused: The Hampstead Paedophile Hoax by Story Films” 
The announcement was made on 24th Aug 2023. I only saw it on 19th Nov. 2023.  

This compilation of facts is triggered by the entrapment of Story Films into an interview for the 

planned Channel 4 Broadcast. I finally got to read the title “Accused: The Hampstead Paedophile 

Hoax Ring”, from one of the many supporters of the children’s accusations. This is one year after 

many conversations with Tom, who claimed to be the producer, but used the email address 

research@StoryFilms.tv. This is nearly 10 months after their filming and my CAVEAT and OUTRIGHT 

WITHDRAWAL of consent. The non-disclosure of the title was one of my 10 reasons.  

The accusers were two children, then 8 and 9 years old. The inventor of “It’s a hoax” is their father, 

as shown below, on the front page of Believe the Children.  

 

The Hampstead Scene  
HampsteadChristchurch.com was 

first archived on 7th March 2015. 

Amazingly researched, boldly and 

brazenly formulated by US Christine 

Ann Sands. She shouted the URL 

among demonstrators outside the 

church, after I had gone into exile, 

fearing the prosecution 

recommended by Barnet Council.  

Christine was the first to be 

arrested, together with Neelu 

Chaudhari, who put a bundle of 

1106 pages together for the 

Supreme Court. The children’s 

accusations opened her eyes to the 

injuries on her niece’s body.  

https://www.channel4.com/press/news/channel-4-commissions-accused-hampstead-paedophile-hoax-story-films?fbclid=IwAR3DvE2TenlRI6gv0TOCUlCYgXn8xE0eGJAyRK00XEeERkTzACX3zXpBINs
https://storyfilms.tv/story-films-about/
https://carvath.wordpress.com/2023/09/14/channel-4-film-about-hampstead-sra-case/
https://www.channel4.com/press/news/channel-4-commissions-accused-hampstead-paedophile-hoax-story-films?fbclid=IwAR3DvE2TenlRI6gv0TOCUlCYgXn8xE0eGJAyRK00XEeERkTzACX3zXpBINs
https://www.channel4.com/press/news/channel-4-commissions-accused-hampstead-paedophile-hoax-story-films?fbclid=IwAR3DvE2TenlRI6gv0TOCUlCYgXn8xE0eGJAyRK00XEeERkTzACX3zXpBINs
mailto:research@StoryFilms.tv
https://dearmandoeshampstead.wordpress.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20150312001317/http:/hampsteadchristchurch.com/
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I am an ‘interested party’, as I gave her a statement over the phone – from prison where I spent 4 

years. The fake narrative of my case is now repeated as the story of the Channel 4 film: I was 

accused of having ‘harassed’ 4 of the 175 named abusers. They parade as victims of my campaign; 

despite the lack of investigation, as first demonstrated in this No Crime report on Christine’s site. 

As a legally very knowledgeable advocate, Neelu points to Penalties for assisting offenders: it is a 

criminal offence to know about a crime and not to assist in the apprehension or prosecution.  

Hampstead Research is the site that collated facts substantiating the children’s accusations.  

 

An impressive list of videos that investigate the key players and their online presence, e.g.:  

• Police Raid 

• Teachers 

• Churches 

• Lock and Shoe Shop (round the corner from where I lived for 40 years) 

• A Hampstead child trafficker? 

• Who was involved? 

Hoaxtead Research is the counter attack of the accused, always full of malice and online stalking, 

including the photos of 40 of us supporters at some stage, always well informed by Police.  

Hampstead Cover Up was built on behalf of the mother and her then partner.  

The Global Stage of SRA [Satanic Ritual Abuse]  
Canadian Benjamin Fulford living in Japan speaks of the Khazarian Mafia and Octopus as the elite 

groups, responsible for world policies, carried out by ‘deep states’ behind the façade of public 

officials. American / German lawyer Dr Reiner Füllmich led an international commission into COVID 

research and quotes Catherine Austin Fitts’ Mr Global as the symbol for world domination.  

Swiss lay preacher Ivo Sasek’s most recent address of his 19th anti censorship conference is entitled 

Number One Enemy of the State: the Octopus in State Guise. His daughter Lois Sasek produced The 

Blood Cult I and II with testimonies of first 27, then 111 victims, 50 witnesses and 50 perpetrators. 

They all demonstrate how SRA is the common denominator for controlling nation states and their 

currencies to pay public institutions.  

Joachim Hagopian’s website pedoempire.org is about Satanic Empire: child trafficking, torture & 

murder by the elite, with adrenochrome, blackmail and cannibalism. His 5 books include:-  

Book 2: The United Kingdom – the World’s Paedophilia Epicentre and  

Book 3: The Rothschild Illuminati Bloodline and Ties to More British Scandals. 

This article is a reflection of what David Icke called State Kidnapping, when I came across Baby 

Harley in South Wales around 2010. He was allergic to industrial milk, but Social Services knew 

better, and I shall never forget the photo of a fridge full of the mother’s milk.  

https://web.archive.org/web/20180914180857/http:/hampsteadchristchurch.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/1.-No-Crimed-CRIS-Report.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1967/58/section/4#:~:text=(1)Where%20a%20person%20has,be%20guilty%20of%20an%20offence
https://web.archive.org/web/20150425143326/https:/hampsteadresearch.wordpress.com/
https://hoaxteadresearch.wordpress.com/about-us/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170807011400/http:/hampsteadcoverup.com/
https://benjaminfulford.net/
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=172054
https://stopworldcontrol.com/fuellmich/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zemHNNvh4k
https://stopworldcontrol.com/world-domination/
https://www.kla.tv/en
https://www.kla.tv/27427
https://www.kla.tv/index.php?a=showsearch&search=lois%2Bsasek
https://www.kla.tv/26296
https://www.kla.tv/26296
https://www.kla.tv/27300
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joachim-hagopian-79a1b01b/
https://pedoempire.org/contents/
https://pedoempire.org/book-2-in-print-linked-table-of-contents/
https://pedoempire.org/book-3-in-print-second-book-to-focus-on-uk-as-center-of-the-global-pedophilia-satanic-ritual-abuse-network/
https://davidicke.com/
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However, this text is about the institutionally organised, orchestrated, protected and covered up 

abuse that I came across thanks to a Russian mother in 2014. She asked us as the Association of 

McKenzie Friends for help, after two solicitors had failed her. However, they did pass on the CDs 

with the Police interviews of the then 8-year-old boy and 9-year-old girl.  

Further private videos summarised extreme and exceptional abuse and killing, which is also 

described in the two Swiss films The Blood Cult I and II. Both mention the Hampstead children and 

their accusations of their father being the leader of a cult, in which a church, several schools, Police 

and other professionals participate.  

For me that become the eye opener to a world that has led from one shock to another, and one level 

of hounding, harassment and persecution after another. However, I am far from alone. I hope that 

my experiences contribute to the tide turning not only for these activities of cruelty and criminality, 

but all other destructive agendas towards world control by child sacrifice and subsequent blackmail. 

Before I met the mother, neither she nor I knew about SRA. Until then, the worst of my cases had 
been the one of the Nigerian family whose eldest daughter was molested by the son of the foster 
parents; their second daughter told her mother that they were taken to dark places at night, where 
there were only men; the little boy asked her: Mummy, what is paedophilia?  

Her seventh child was taken from her in a prison cell. I learned about that from American Melissa 
Laird whom I helped to prevent deportation without her son – all cases of false criminalisation of 
parents, so that the State can legitimise its child kidnapping.  

This was confirmed to me when I was in prison for four years. I spoke about it to Angela Power 
D’Isney on video. She is an abuse survivor and being harassed by the UK, despite living outside 
jurisdiction. But her social media sites are so popular that they keep getting taken down by the 
powers that be.  

 

The next worst case was the Portuguese Pedro family with five children. The oldest 12-year-old 
wrote on a card to his parents that he was concerned about the bum rape of his younger brother.   

This summary of my experiences is written in the spirit of We Believe the Hampstead Children and 
the Cover Up (not a Hoax) of the crimes, committed and covered up by the Cult and its members 
from Police, Church, Schools, Courts and Media.  

My perspective is thus one of many years of experience with hundreds of cases and their statistics. 
What shocks me now is the shift of Channel 4 programming: from two Dispatches about SRA in 1990 
and 1992 to the promotion of a cover up.  

https://web.archive.org/web/20180307083227/https:/mckenzie-friends.co.uk/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180307083227/https:/mckenzie-friends.co.uk/
https://www.kla.tv/26296
https://www.kla.tv/27300
https://gloriamusa.wordpress.com/
https://melissalaird.wordpress.com/
https://melissalaird.wordpress.com/
https://angelascaches.org/sabinemcneill-epic-update-series-part-one/
https://angelascaches.org/sabinemcneill-epic-update-series-part-one/
https://pedrofamily.wordpress.com/
https://carvath.wordpress.com/2018/11/25/hampstead-a-cover-up-not-a-hoax/
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On Twitter – 27th September 2023: Enter the Pizzagate: Shattering the Illusion – Part 1 

3rd December 2023: Part 2 - The Main Players 

7th December 2023: Hampstead Cover Up with the Police interviews of the children 

2. Shocking Eye Openers 

The Hampstead Children Confirm Adult Survivors in 2014 
The outstanding 6 hours of viewing stretch your imagination, when you listen to the boy and his 

sister. It was particularly convincing to me how they reported amazing details independently, but 

also confirming each other. Furthermore, I had some eight folders of documents relating to custody 

battles between mother and father, to validate the mother’s concerns for her, as well as 72 other 

children. She named them in a document that also listed 175 adults. For the first time in SRA history, 

children confirmed what until then only adults had reported, generally after therapy.  

After I was arrested for the first time, at the mother’s Appeal Court hearing in August 2015, Barnet 

Police attached their case against me to the one they had launched against Neelu Chaudhari aka 

Berry, as a co-defendant.  

Neelu was a pharmacist charged with checking patients whether their drug dependencies were 

administered correctly, when she lost her niece to SRA.  

Baby Sunaina: Tortured and Killed by the National Health Service UK in 2000 
To accompany shocking pictures, Neelu writes on sunaina2009.tripod.com: Baby Sunaina died 

suddenly on 26 October 2000, aged 5 months, in a UK hospital, after UK paediatricians decided it was 

in "her best interests to die" against the parents’ wishes and without a High Court 

Order.  Pathologists found three needle marks on each hand, white food material in the airways and 

a wound in the arm, yet an Inquest concluded she died of natural causes. 

The family expatriated the body to India after UK authorities hid the body for several years and 

threatened to destroy the body. There is evidence that all internal organs including eyeballs were 

removed unlawfully, to hide the cause of death.  The Police appointed paediatrician took 4 years to 

admit that doctors, pharmacists and nurses gave deliberate drug overdoses over a period of a month 

preceding death.   

The family want the body brought back to the UK for a second Inquest, after UK Police refused to 

make a request to Indian authorities to investigate.  A needle puncture in the neck has been omitted 

from all UK investigations.  

Her experience with her niece started a life of suffering from authorities that only spiritually rooted 

people can sustain. But she turned her pains into the passion of fighting for justice, as a lay legal 

advocate, also on behalf of myself and the Hampstead Children. In the UK, her applications were 

found without merit. Still, she managed NOT to go to prison, while she has been made homeless: her 

late mother’s and sister’s house were stolen – together with her belongings.  

3. Channel 4: from “Listen to the Children” and 

“Beyond Belief” to “Hoax Promoter” 

1990: Beatrix Campbell for Dispatches 
Broadcast on 3rd October 1990 @8.30pm. However, this 24 minute video 

was edited by SAFFUTUBE.  

https://twitter.com/RedpillDrifter/status/1706944069895889349
https://twitter.com/RedpillDrifter/status/1731388564540363217
https://twitter.com/RedpillDrifter/status/1732800627561079089
https://d.docs.live.net/748719bb0505e682/Documents/ABC%20Word/4%20SRA/sunaina2009.tripod.com
https://www.youtube.com/@saffutube6980
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0:55:”This week the row over ritual child abuse in Rochdale is back in the headlines.  

But is there really any such thing as Ritual and Satanic Abuse? Police in many different Forces deny it 

exists. Why are we so reluctant to listen to the children?”  

1:33: The screenshot with “me Dad and willy”… in a church… drinking blood… I believed him straight 

away because of the fear that was in him… 6:47: the teddy bear was a baby that was going to be 

killed…9:35: There was a scale of abuse that was quite incredible.  

The screenshot shows the complicity of the Local Council to 

procure children ‘legitimately’, for considerable payments, by 

funding fostering and adoption programmes. 

18:21 The Police say they have investigated all the locations 

and found nothing. The Children pointed the way, and the 

Police were unable or unwilling to follow them… 

The next screenshot is from In the Best Interests of the 

Whistleblower Kids? I started this blog in April 2015, and it 

had 1,700 followers and 250,000 views when it was taken down - as 

the result of “one of the grossest cases of both subversion and 

perversion of justice in British legal history.”  That’s how Joachim 

Hagopian describes it in Chapter 31: The Hampstead 2 Whistleblower 

Kids Expose Satanic Cult’s MK Ritual Abuse – Child Porn Operation. 

Here is a video of this chapter.  

But Channel 4 choose to repeat the fake narrative of my court case.  

Do they realise how Police have perjured themselves and that a bundle 

is before the Supreme Court? My nephew is a Public Prosecutor and said “IF there had been no 

crime, Police could have just asked you to “Cease and Desist.” 

1992: Beyond Belief – Dispatches by Andrew Boyd, author of ‘Blasphemous Rumours’ 

 

The screenshot is a poster presented at the 27th European Congress of Psychiatry in 2019 in Warsaw. 

Its summary and background discuss the programme with its 4,500 calls of the helpline in the first 

hour after screening, as an indication of the seriousness of the issue. Results mention the book  

“The Politics and Experience of Ritual Abuse: Beyond Disbelief” by Sara Scott who ran the helpline, 

published in 2001. The late psychiatrist Dr Joan Coleman reported in 2011 about her work with 80+ 

survivors of SRA.  

https://web.archive.org/web/20170216140713/http:/whistleblowerkids.uk/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170216140713/http:/whistleblowerkids.uk/
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-31-the-hampstead-2-whistleblowing-kids-expose-satanic-cults-mk-ritual-abuse-child-porn-operation/
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-31-the-hampstead-2-whistleblowing-kids-expose-satanic-cults-mk-ritual-abuse-child-porn-operation/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/iRXuA1ds13kI/?fbclid=IwAR1tmTQZF8OiQXX3jSGG6yCXZEYee4yWD8KQY1aI6HYBWmsuQ1hA4IEugU0
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How overwhelming does the evidence need to be for Channel 4 to be convinced that the hoax is a 

cover up? Or do they know that they promote crimes against children and thus against humanity? 

2016: Hampstead Cover Up: by Police and Courts 
Even though the Independent Police Complaints Commission upheld the mother’s appeal,  

the institutional paywalls protect their staff. 

The next two screenshots were taken from the mother’s Hampstead Cover Up. 

 

2024: Accused: The Hampstead 

Paedophile Hoax  

by Story Films for Channel 4 

Who are the ACCUSERS? Two CHILDREN 

who were seen touching each other.  

Who said “It’s a hoax?” 

Who named 72 child victims  

and 175 adult abusers? Their mother. 

First published by Veterans Online  

and on Hampstead Christchurch  

but I am punished with prison. 

The mother passed a polygraph test.  

The Commissioning Editor is Shaminder 

Nahal. The CEO is Dr Alex Mahon.  

CRIS is short for “Crime Report Information System”, i.e. official Police reports.  

British journalist Richard Carvath has three Hampstead related posts on his blog:  

1. Hampstead: a Cover Up (not a hoax) of 25th November 2018 

• One has to wonder why…so eager to deny the obvious and well-evidenced reality of SRA. 

2. Hampstead: the dilemma of 28th November 2018 

• the police are likely to make strenuous efforts to suppress justice-seekers.  

https://web.archive.org/web/20161202073434/http:/hampsteadcoverup.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20151214042046/http:/www.hampsteadcoverup.com/
https://www.channel4.com/press/news/channel-4-commissions-accused-hampstead-paedophile-hoax-story-films?fbclid=IwAR3DvE2TenlRI6gv0TOCUlCYgXn8xE0eGJAyRK00XEeERkTzACX3zXpBINs
https://www.channel4.com/press/news/channel-4-commissions-accused-hampstead-paedophile-hoax-story-films?fbclid=IwAR3DvE2TenlRI6gv0TOCUlCYgXn8xE0eGJAyRK00XEeERkTzACX3zXpBINs
https://veteransonline.com/
http://www.hampsteadchristchurch.com/
https://ugetube.com/watch/polygraph-test-results-hampstead-children-039-s-mother-ella-gareeva-found-innocent_QP1bCW37TRu2a3R.html
https://carvath.wordpress.com/
https://carvath.wordpress.com/2018/11/25/hampstead-a-cover-up-not-a-hoax/
https://carvath.wordpress.com/2018/11/29/hampstead-the-dilemma/
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3. Channel 4 film about Hampstead SRA case of 14th September 2023. 

• There is nothing unusual about this case getting the hoax treatment; but what is 

unusual is the ferocity, extent and repetition of attack from the long-running campaign. 

 

4. Parallels in Wales 

Boy Anglesea in 2023 
Richard Carvath also published the story of Dr Anke Seegert Hill, the German mother in the UK. 

Latest news about this kidnap appeared on 4th Nov. 2023, three years after the event that resulted in 

the imprisonment of the mother and her helpers. Another excessive sentence was clearly meant as 

deterrence: 17 years for Wilfred Wong, the non-practising barrister who published CASRA –  

Coalition against SRA - with successfully prosecuted cases.  

5. US Adult Survivor confirmed the Children’s Allegations 

David Shurter, Author of Rabbit Hole: Satanic Abuse Survivor  
• Hampstead Info and Time Line sent by a Concerned Party 

• So the Two Children claiming SRA and Sexual Trauma were Examined and have been found 

TELLING THE TRUTH 

• Forget Hampstead in the UK- Let’s Talk about Shirley Oaks 

10 Blog Posts with ‘Hampstead’ and 10 with ‘Hoaxtead’ 
• The Reason why the Hampstead Child Abuse Case in the UK wasn’t investigated – IN THEIR 

OWN WORDS 

• Hoaxtead’s Constant Droning about Hampstead 

• According to Hoaxtead- Yet ANOTHER Advocate is Dead- This One at 42 

6. Some of the Online Support for the Children  

https://carvath.wordpress.com/2023/09/14/channel-4-film-about-hampstead-sra-case/
https://carvath.wordpress.com/blog/
https://carvath.wordpress.com/blog/
http://casra.org.uk/
http://casra.org.uk/prosecuted-cases/
https://davidshurter.com/
https://davidshurter.com/book/
https://davidshurter.com/2015/11/18/5438/
https://davidshurter.com/2015/03/12/so-the-two-children-claiming-satanic-ritual-abuse-and-sexual-trauma-were-examined-and-have-been-found-to-be-telling-the-truth/
https://davidshurter.com/2015/03/12/so-the-two-children-claiming-satanic-ritual-abuse-and-sexual-trauma-were-examined-and-have-been-found-to-be-telling-the-truth/
https://davidshurter.com/2016/03/31/forget-hampstead-in-the-uk-lets-talk-about-shirley-oaks/
https://davidshurter.com/?s=hampstead
https://davidshurter.com/2017/01/18/the-reason-why-the-hampstead-child-abuse-case-wasnt-investigated-in-their-own-words/
https://davidshurter.com/2017/01/18/the-reason-why-the-hampstead-child-abuse-case-wasnt-investigated-in-their-own-words/
https://davidshurter.com/2017/01/31/hoaxteads-constant-droning-about-hampstead/
https://davidshurter.com/2017/04/06/according-to-hoaxtead-yet-another-advocate-is-dead-this-one-at-42/
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SRA in general 
• Amazing Dutch Whistleblower video by financial insider Ronald Bernard  

• The Horrors of Hampstead Happened Elsewhere Many Times  

• The Hampstead Judgment contains Basic Factual Errors 

• Enter the Pizzagate: the Main Players – Twitter on 3rd December 2023 

Seven posts about Hampstead in particular 
• Hampstead: Leaked Medical Reports End all Doubt about Sexual Abuse Claimes 

• The British Establishment Cover Up Must End Right Now 

• Hampstead- Analysis of the September 17th Police Interview 

Hampstead Uncovered – Seven Years Later – March 2022 
• A documentary of key cuttings with a new interview with the mother 

Hampstead – the Great British Cover Up – April 2022 
• Over 100 links substantiate references to child abuse on the occasion of my deportation 

Say it in Music: Dutch Composer Eduard de Boer 
• Dedicated to Alisa and Gabriel: Coming to Light Shortly 

• Dedicated to myself: one of my favourite poems The Life I once chose Myself 

7. Two Swiss Films confirm SRA Globally 

The Blood Cult I: 27 Victims – 27 Witnesses – online since 16th June 2023 
This 50-minute collection of testimonies by adults confirms what the Hampstead Children have 

alleged. It also confirms that nobody will believe you; and that SRA is a global phenomenon. With 1.6 

million views on 18.11.2023, it keeps gaining views at remarkable rate. Its script is excellent reading, 

also without the viewing material.  

Reactions to this film include the creation of 50 Voices of Ritual Abuse - 23 testimonies of survivors 

in addition to the 27 victims in the documentary.  

One of the victims is the publisher of Unbroken.Global: Max Lowen. As a survivor of abuse by the 

Vatican, she demonstrates the utter betrayal of God and all Things Holy by the catholic church.  

Her compilation of SRA survivors, and of healing journeys on the other side of trauma, are testimony 

to the sacredness of suffering that the Early Christians endured and gave us as a model to live by.  

At the same time, it seems utterly unbelievable that torturers can be so insensitive to the suffering 

they afflict to children. Whose orders to they follows, if they don’t listen to their hearts? Is it the 

need to please their parents? Their particular version of gods? A combination of many pressures, 

most likely.  

What do we need to believe, to know and to understand? How do our hearts and minds cross the 

barriers to the unbelievable and un-understandable? Is our childlike imagination ruined, once we’ve 

been exposed to extreme and exceptional cruelty? The Swiss producer Lois Sasek apologises for 

having to submit the viewer to torture in their minds and before their eyes: 

• Ronald Bernard from the Netherlands. As a successful entrepreneur and financial 

manager for many years, he had direct insight into the top level of the financial elite 

like hardly anyone else.  

https://crimesofempire.com/2017/04/29/amazing-dutch-whistleblower-video/
https://crimesofempire.com/2015/02/21/the-horrors-of-hampstead-happened-elsewhere/
https://crimesofempire.com/2015/03/31/the-hampstead-judgement-contains-proven-falsehoods/
https://twitter.com/RedpillDrifter/status/1731388564540363217
Hampstead:%20Leaked%20Medical%20Reports%20End%20All%20Doubt%20About%20Sexual%20Abuse%20Claims
https://crimesofempire.com/2015/03/21/the-british-establishment-cover-up-must-end-right-now/
https://crimesofempire.com/2015/03/01/hampstead-analysis-of-the-september-17th-police-interview/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/47Lz6hr6D4TP/
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2022/04/02/hampstead-the-great-british-cover-up/
https://www.eduarddeboer.org/
https://www.eduarddeboer.org/coming-to-light-shortly-for-brass-band/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVCU_So2mxI&list=PLjU4srAfiJLB20ryB6ns3V9pT0jF1uoKx&index=4
https://www.kla.tv/26296
https://www.50voices.org/en/start-en/
https://unbroken.global/
https://unbroken.global/about-max/
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He testified that after a certain time, powerful circles had requested him to sacrifice 

defenceless children in ritual masses to their "god" Lucifer (Satan), but he could not 

do that. According to his statements, this Satan-Cult has been practicing such child 

sacrifices for thousands of years. It is a common and effective means to blackmail 

career-minded employees and make them compliant. 

• Dr. Marcel Polte, a German lawyer dealt with the matter, raising the question as to 

why so few of these horrible crimes are made public and why are they hardly ever 

legally prosecuted. He has written several books on satanic cults and documented 

that the media run massive campaigns to ridicule the whole thing.  

• They entitle these cases “Satanic Panic” and “False Memory Syndrome”. This means 

that the cruel incidents did not actually happen, but that the therapists only talked 

the abused victims into them, in other words, that they implanted false memories, 

so to speak. What is interesting is that the False Memory Syndrome Foundation was 

started by, amongst others, Ralph Underwager, a self-professing paedophile.  

• I would like to present a practical example of such a media campaign, so that you 

can imagine better what Dr. Polte meant. This is the cult expert Georg Otto Schmid 

who is right now, vehemently denying the existence of such a satanic cult in a 

documentary series by Swiss TV station, SRF, called "Satanic Panic".  

All this is supposedly a conspiracy theory. 

• Russ Dizdar is one of a great many witnesses who testify that Satanists pervert 

Christian customs and holidays in order to blaspheme God. 

The Blood Cult II: 111 Victims – 50 Witnesses – 50 Perpetrators: since 28th Oct. 23 
The first film encouraged so many more people to come forward that this second compilation 

confirms with UNDENIABLE CERTAINTY the REALITY OF SRA WORLDWIDE and the mechanisms at work:  

• VICTIMS are tortured and manipulated according to their skills and usefulness 

o Just for the fun of killing in child hunts or the harvesting of organs and adrenochrome 

o In rituals and sacrifices as blasphemous activities  

• SURVIVORS get trained to adopt special roles as spies and in psyops 

o Or they have special duties in the cult: procuring babies and making snuff movies 

o Pregnancies are enforced as early as possible for both mothers and babies to suffer 

• ABUSERS are promised sex, fame, wealth and other perks, when they partake in killing 

o For the purpose of all this madness is blackmailing participants into compliance 

o Also documented in Switzerland: World Danger: Highest Degree Freemasonry pulls the 

strings with their pseudo-spiritual practices and symbolism 

• ORGANISED ABUSE seems to rely on families breeding their own generations of abusers  

o “His aunt did it to Papa and he wants us to do it to our children,”  

said the Hampstead girl.  

o Cult members learn to kill and change role from victim to perpetrator.  

• RESCUERS, HELPERS, THERAPISTS and WHISTLEBLOWERS are targeted for harassment, if not killed.  

o Leaving a cult is virtually impossible. “Peer pressure” is too big, and killing is so easy…  

Alex Jones succeeded in filming such a ritual in front of a huge Moloch statue with a hidden 

camera as a witness in the strictly sealed Bohemian Grove: an area in the U.S. state of 

California that is shielded from the public. There, people of the "US elite" from politics, 

business, art and media meet annually and practice dark rituals.  

https://www.kla.tv/27300
https://www.kla.tv/16800
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1Du2TYqAuk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohemian_Grove
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High officials from politics, business and the media take part in the rituals. The participation 

of the following persons is documented: US Presidents Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan, 

Jimmy Carter, George Bush Senior and Junior, Bill Clinton, German Chancellor Helmut 

Schmidt was also present. In addition, Henry Kissinger, Arnold Schwarzenegger, and the 

heads of Standard Oil and General Electric attended these meetings.  

Eyewitnesses such as Cathy O'Brien and Kathy Collins recount the events at Bohemian 

Grove. Survivor Kathy Collins: "And a lot of my experiences were in Presidio and Bohemian 

Grove. I was used from a very young age, and I remember going through an initiation ritual at the 

age of three. Someone was forcing me to drink blood. [...] And then a case in Bohemian Grove 

where I was forced to watch a child sacrifice."  

Survivor Cathy O’Brien also testifies to human sacrifice at the Bohemian Grove site. 

Survivor Lunis: What do you say about you supposedly being ‘talked into’ the ritual abuse 

or you making it up? "Let me tell you this, I am not a therapist victim. I became a victim of 

massive sexual abuse and violence since my earliest childhood. Period." 

What do you say about there supposedly being no evidence of ritual violence? "I am the 

evidence for it. My memories, which no one talked me into, are proof of that. I am a living witness 

and victim of this violence and I do not benefit at any level of my life from sharing that. The 

consequences of the violence are simply too severe for that. The struggle is far too great to get 

people deal with it, as we are doing here today, and the places for help where you can go are far 

too few, in order to be able to generate more attention with it." 

Wikipedia co-founder Larry Sanger says that paedophiles rule the world and that the media 

and courts protect the abusers. 

Survivor Chantal Frei met actors and many famous personalities during gruesome rituals 

and sacrifices to which she was taken around the world.  

She mentions some of them by name: “In the Chateau of the Amerios (Castle in Belgium) where 

I was educated as Mother of Darkness (Satanic High Priest), I repeatedly met Princess Stephanie 

Windisch-Graetz. This Princess is the great-granddaughter of Emperor Franz Josef and Empress 

Elisabeth, called Sissi, of Austria, which is absolutely high nobility. And in this castle, I also met 

Tom Cruise, a gruesome ritual was his birthday present. In England Queen Elizabeth II brought 

me to Westminster Abbey, where she watched, as I was tortured on a stretching bank.  

At the age of 16 I was taken to Sagrada Familia (a great cathedral basilica) in Barcelona. This 

was April 30th, Satan’s birthday. The celebration was led by the Austrian actor and singer Peter 

Alexander. At this celebration I recognized some famous people among the many people present, 

for example King Felipe of Spain, the French Rugby-player Serge Blanco, the actor Gérard 

Depardieu and the three tenors Plácido Domingo, Luciano Pavarotti and José Carreras. The 

French actress Catherine Deneuve, the American actress Elisabeth Shue, the American author 

Meg Cabot, Anna Komorowska, the wife of the Polish president Bronislaw Komorowski, and 

also Tony Blair is who I met there. At another occasion I was led to then US-president Jimmy 

Carter by Margaret Thatcher and I was punished with a rope. I was strangled with it several 

times, until I fell unconscious. At the age of four or five I met Bill Clinton at a party. Participants 

named their sexual preferences to me and I had to satisfy them then.” 
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The response is, once again, overwhelming with 2 million views three weeks after the launch on 

28.10.2023. Survivor Max Lowen: 

“These psychopathic paedophiles and satanists have succeeded with secrecy and deception.” 

Abuse at Incredible Scale, Inconceivable Crimes, Unthinkable Perpetrators, 

Mindboggling Cover Ups, Barefaced Manipulations, Baffling Blackmails,  

Organised, Orchestrated, Historic and Current 

Do these buzzwords sum up the bottom lines of the Terrible Reality of SRA Global? 

8. Dramatic Discoveries by Canadian Psychotherapist Sandra Fecht 
Special Branch visited supporters of the Hampstead Children with serious threats, unless they 

stopped talking about the subject. Sandra Fecht even lost her licence to practise. She has an M.A. in 

Counselling and work experience with culturally deprived, and different populations, including 

indigenous, who were living off of the land in Northwest Territories, prison populations, teaching 

psychology at a community college and Hospital outpatient counselling. In private practice since 

1986, she travelled in the US, Europe and the UK, in an effort to raise awareness re SRA. She gave 

speeches and workshops about treatment for SRA. However, she became targeted, and had her 

application for licence denied. This restricts her practice and what she’s allowed to say in Ontario.  

Since approximately 1990, she had been working with victims of SRA. Having been trained in a 

medical setting, she initially thought the reports of bizarre rituals were delusions, and sent clients to 

their doctors for anti-psychotic medication, as was protocol. For some, this resulted in admission to 

a psychiatric hospital. There they were discredited and revictimized not just by her, but the whole 

profession. After hearing similar stories from several dozen people, patterns started to emerge: a 

truth so huge and threatening that she couldn’t and didn’t want to see it. It was paradigm shifting.  

Stages of Horror 
Sexual abuse and sex magic, programming, diabolical tortures, horrifying choices to make, human 

sacrifice and cannibalism, threats and entrapment, drugging and the absolute power of rituals, 

playing with time and energy portals, lowering of frequencies to bring in dark spiritual entities and 

stealing spiritual gifts, souls put in and taken out of bodies, the impact of trauma on subatomic 

particles, toroid shape shifting and hybridization of races.  

She watched the alienation from: self, God, true purpose and power, others, society and the truth of 

our history as humanity. She also learned the fact that every segment of our society is dominated by 

satanists: agriculture, economy, education, politics, fashion, food, health care, music, judicial system, 

architecture, energy, media, entertainment, mental health treatment, spirituality, truth even 

toothpaste. She discovered the importance of soul retrieval to get missing pieces and discovered 

spiritual treatments and prayer for re-installing self trust.  

However, the family of one of her clients hired a lawyer to discredit her and she lost not only her 

licence to practise as  psychotherapist, but also 80,000 Canadian Dollars in lawyers’ costs.  

Silencing and ‘professional amputation’ through removal of her licence to practise, happened to 

Neelu as well. But once a fighter for Truth, always a fighter for Truth. For what doesn’t kill us, makes 

us stronger. However, it takes mental and emotional efforts to overcome internal programming: one 

survivor’s father had said “The one who will believe you, has yet to be born.” Another one was told: 

“Never talk about it, because no one will believe you.”  

https://sandrafecht.com/
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Sandra’s discoveries include:  

• the Types of Torture and its Purpose 

• the Types of Abusers and their Psychopathy 

• the Methods of Control 

• the Principles of Compliance 

• the Market Penetration 

• her Victimisation  

• and the Healing Processes she developed to reconstitute souls after trauma.  

Is it surprising that, she, too, had first hand experience in her family? Is it amazing that she gets 

“downloads” from God to appreciate and understand from a 

higher perspective the horror we have to experience as humans, 

having earthly experiences? Life seems to be about lifelong 

learning and discovering rabbit holes in the process, one more 

shocking than the last one, no matter on what medium: from the 

mouths of babes, their videos and drawings, or the books, films 

and TV by adults.  

9. Key Books & ITV for UK Exposure 
Researching SRA took me into the British Library to one of the two 

exemplary copies of this overview by Tim Tate, a collaborator of 

the famous Cook Report on ITV.  My summary of Children for the 

Devil is dated March 12th, 2016. The book was pulped because 

there could have been an insinuation of a lack of integrity (or 

something like that) of a police officer (God forbid…) on one of its 

pages…  

The Devil’s Work  
“In a year long investigation we have catalogued more than twenty cases.” 

Upside down crosses are the symbols for these cases. The stories are similar to the ones Beatrix 

Campbell discovered for Channel 4.  

 But 35 years later, Hampstead happened, and the patterns of 

crimes and cover ups are the same:  

• Police investigate, but don’t find anything 

• Courts deny and dismiss 

• Media blame conspiracy theories 

• The EU Directive and UN laws of listening to children 

before adults seem unheard of.  

 Blasphemous Rumours - Is 

Satanic Ritual Abuse Fact of 

Fantasy? An Investigation 
This book by Andrew Boyd came out in 1995 and was sent to me in prison. I 

gave it to my barrister, because she had troubles believing me. But she said 

“There must be somebody high up involved, the way you’ve been hounded.”  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Cook_Report
http://whistleblowerkids.uk/2016/03/12/ukhomeoffice-mojgovuk-ritualabuse-and-sataniccults-do-they-or-dont-they-exist-children-for-the-devil/
http://whistleblowerkids.uk/2016/03/12/ukhomeoffice-mojgovuk-ritualabuse-and-sataniccults-do-they-or-dont-they-exist-children-for-the-devil/
https://www.amazon.com/Blasphemous-Rumors-Satanic-Fantasy-Investigation/dp/0006275974
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37FlWtg0Kzo&t=69s
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She also pointed out that the maximum sentence for harassment was being changed from 5 to 10 

years, and this would be law by the time my case would be heard. I was given nine. “You don’t even 

get that for manslaughter,” said one inmate.  

What a smart move by the perpetrators who clearly didn’t think I’d come out alive, given my age and 

disability. One prison officer said: “I didn’t think I’d see you alive, the way you’ve been treated.”  

Amazon says: “Reports persist that children and adults are being systematically abused during 

rituals with satanic overtones. Opinion is divided on the truth of the matter, and the divisions are 

acrimonious. Sceptics argue that ritual abuse is an imported myth, believed by the gullible and 

propagated by the hysterical.  

For this investigation, Andrew Boyd has stepped beyond the current cases to interview 

professional carers across Britain. Between them they claim to be counselling more than 600 

victims of ritual abuse. Their detailed account plus in-depth statements by survivors are shocking 

in the extreme. Andrew Boyd is the author of "Broadcast Techniques of Radio and TV News". 

Laurie Matthew – Books about Ritual Abuse and its Victims  
Laurie’s books are all based on her real life experiences with abuse victims. I hope the titles say 

enough. Having been deported to Germany, I can only offer links from amazon.de:  

• Groomed! An Uncle who Went too Far, a Mother who didn’t care,  

a Girl who waited Years for Justice 

• Who Dares Wins: Ritual Abuse 

• Where Angels Fear: Ritual Abuse in Scotland 

• Behind Enemy Lines – the perspective of 27 survivors of abuse. 

10. Hollywood as Capital of Worldwide SRA 
 “Hollywood” appears seven times in The Blood Cult I script, and thirteen times in The Blood Cult II. 

CIA whistleblower Kevin Shipp testified that the CIA was paying major media journalists for 

fake stories and that the only way to succeed in Hollywood was to join the occult.  

Xavier Naidoo “Where are they now? 
Lois Sasek writes in 27 victims: In a touching video from April 2, 2020, the well-known singer Xavier 

Naidoo, in tears calls viewers to confront this topic: "I just watched some stuff that has to do with 

adrenochrome - I was just weeping - it's so terrible, (crying)… As early as 2012, Xavier addressed with 

strong words the ritual abuse of children that is obviously being carried out in high social circles in 

the song titled "Where are they now?" The political and media persecution of the singer began 

immediately afterwards. 

Suicided in Hollywood 
But the real statistics would be the number of stars who were killed for their courage to blow the 

whistle. The Blood Cult I mentions three.  

11. The UN under the Control of Paedophilia 

Where are the Missing Children? 
8 Million Children go Missing Every Year – says Calin Georgescu, former Executive Director of the 

United Nations and former President of the Club of Rome. “The problem is that the UN agenda is the 

same as the Davos agenda. The world oligarchic system has all the power. Donald Trump was a big 

shock... Of course, they won’t succeed. That’s clear. The UN could have a fantastic role.  

https://www.amazon.de/-/en/Laurie-Matthew-ebook/dp/B006CJNND4/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?crid=3OB2B1AX8664S&keywords=groomed+laurie+matthews&qid=1700505518&sprefix=groomed+laurie+matthews%2Caps%2C113&sr=8-1-fkmr0
https://www.amazon.de/Laurie-Matthew-ebook/dp/B07CW2QQ6W?ref_=ast_author_dp
https://www.amazon.de/Laurie-Matthew-ebook/dp/B00U9PGUVE?ref_=ast_author_dp
https://www.amazon.de/Laurie-Matthew-ebook/dp/B00U9PGUVE?ref_=ast_author_dp
https://www.kla.tv/26296
https://www.xaviernaidoo.de/
https://www.xaviernaidoo.de/
https://www.kla.tv/26296
https://www.bitchute.com/video/HkpzAztMyZWh/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%C4%83lin_Georgescu
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But it’s not, because it’s totally under control of the oligarchs. The problem is that all of them are 

related with the system of paedophilia. For we know that 8 million of children disappear every year. 

They disappear without any information.” Here the full interviewv with Dr Reiner Füllmich, where he 

says the above.  

Janett Seemann from Germany and Stan Maillaud, France 
Another exemplary story from 27 victims: Janett is researching missing children and collaborates 

with the French activist Stan Maillaud. As early as 2008, she addressed a video message to Pope 

Benedict and one to former Chancellor Angela Merkel in which she indicated that countless children 

in Europe were missing. They were sold, abused, tortured and killed in a widespread pedo-criminal 

network. Seemann and Maillaud published a document on how child molester rings, child protection 

organizations, the police, the judiciary, and politics work together.  

They came to the scandalous conclusion that judiciary and politics protect child molestation rings! 
Seemann and Maillaud were persecuted, even imprisoned at times, and condemned on false charges. 
In addition, the slogan "The Janett Seemann Fake" was created, and Seemann was branded as a 
conspiracy theorist.  

Just like me in the Channel 4 film! 

Do you really believe that labelling me is going to affect me? 

Do you really believe it matters to me what you, or anybody thinks, writes or broadcasts about me? 

I was born alone and I will die alone. What I have been doing in between is between me and my God 

who speaks to me via my conscience.  

What I am seriously wondering about is how the 72 children are faring who were named by the 

mother… Her two must have had a VERY hard time getting over not only Police ‘protection’ and 

foster parents, but also having to be with their father, at the complete loss of contact with their 

mother and her family. Her whole Russian language and culture got lost from their upbringing. 

Initially, the mother had reports from foster parents about nightmares. But what may have 

happened by now?  

Friends say that my work speaks for itself. My bag of some 400 

cards that I received from supporters in prison covered a cell wall 

four times. That speaks for itself, too.  

Remember: the CHILDREN made the accusations. THEY were seen to 

touch each other and a dog inappropriately by their mother and 

partner. I only gave them a voice, because they were not heard, 

even though they were visibly relieved that, at long last, they 

could get rid of their burdens.  

The Foundation for Victims of Ritual Abuse by a Former 

Member of the Bundestag 

Renate Rennebach, former Member of the German Bundestag 

What does it take for a politician first to notice the problem and then to take action?  

Does it have to be a woman?  

Why are there not more such support groups?  

  

https://yournews.com/2023/05/28/2579174/watch-ex-un-executive-director-discusses-disturbing-links-between-oligarchs-pedophilia/
https://icic.law/en/dr-reiner-fuellmich/
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12. Survivors drop Names at International SRA Conference in UK 

Jeanette Archer’s First International SRA Conference  
Jeanette’s remarkable 

conference to her demonstrates 

that the existence of SRA is left 

undeniable! 

Live Survivor Testimonies from  

1. Anneke Lucas [Belgium]: 

Quest for Love – Memoir of a 

Child Sex Slave  
 

2. Doug McInyre [Australia] 

• Extreme cruelty 

by parents was amplified by cult abuse  

3. David and Carol Wakefield [UK]  

• COVID masks triggered memories of SRA  

• Taken to the Masonic Lodge in Holborn, the tunnel system under Westminster Abbey 

• Trafficked to politicians, dignities, celebrities in Germany, Russia, Vatican  

• Taken to the Tavistock Institute at 9 years, experienced the Super Soldier Training  

4. Gloria Masters [New Zealand] 

• YouTube: Handing the Shame Back 

i. Gatekeepers around perpetrators keep quiet  

ii. The numbers of SRA victims are NOT decreasing 

• People don’t want to know, hence she wrote these books:  

i. Keeping Kids Safe – A Roadmap for Parents, Teachers & Others 

ii. Flightpath to Healing – A Guide to Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) Survivors 

iii. On Angels Wings – My Flight from Trauma to Grace (Gloria’s Memoir) 

5. Keri Robinson [UK] 

• Came out on FB with a trigger note for victims of sexual assault – drugged & raped at 17  

• “At least your underwear is nice” led to gang stalking and SRA in Brighton  

• Serious victimisation by hospital, Police and mental institution  

6. Max Lowen [USA] – a very poignant summary of her own experiences and a global analysis. 

Presentations of Supporters as “undeniable evidence of corruption of Police and Justice” 

1. Carla Hameon [NL] – specialising in DID as intelligent response to trauma & programming 

2. 2:30:00: Carlene Louise [NZ] - [New Zealand] – SRA and the Maori Community 

• Be a voice for the voiceless 

3. 2: 51:00: A dedication to Wilfred Wong from Australia  

4. Miriam Beattie [Ireland] – A message from Wilfred Wong  

5. Anneke Lucas [Belgium] – False Memory – the Movement and the Foundation 

6. Alison Hocking [UK] – Child Services and SRA 

• Fostered 76 children over 22 years 

7. 4: 33: 00: Rachel Vaughan – Evidence of SRA in Australia as one of a Bloodline Survivors  

8. Dr Marcel Polte – Lawyer & Hypnotherapist: SRA in Germany and Switzerland 

• Dark New World Order: MKUltra Mind Control, Ritual Abuse and a Global Agenda  

9. Kate Blewett – has documented over 40 SRA testimonies, concentrating to DID. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/G2RTbdjo7XE1/?fbclid=IwAR2GTl5Xx3ihoJOL6eQtyH0m9q2V5Gz1ffKuNm46Y6nVjlXvyxtnZ6nUF9E
https://annekelucas.com/
https://www.50voices.org/en/doug-2/
https://gloriamasters.com/
https://www.youtube.com/c/GloriaMastersHandingtheShameBack
https://gloriamasters.com/product/keeping-kids-safe/
https://gloriamasters.com/product/flightpath-to-healing/
https://gloriamasters.com/product/on-angels-wings-my-flight-from-trauma-to-grace/
https://unbroken.global/interviews-max-interviewed/
https://www.gofundme.com/f/sra-memorial
https://www.50voices.org/en/rachel-2/
https://www.indiatimes.com/culture/who-we-are/these-are-the-13-families-in-the-world-that-apparently-control-everything-from-politics-to-terrorism-257642.html
https://www.psiram.com/de/index.php/Marcel_Polte
https://www.amazon.de/-/en/Dr-Marcel-Polte/dp/1696189284
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kate_Blewett
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Jeanette says that her supervisor at the Tavistock Institute was Klaus Schwab, the Director of the 

World Economic Forum. Here she is interviewed by Survivor Max Lowen.  

And in this Facebook post on 15th Nov. 23 she writes that Scottish TV would have liked to interview 

her, but she was NOT supposed to mention SRA. 

Other victims turned whistleblower drop names such as:- 

• Rothschilds 

• All US Presidents since Woodrow Wilson included  

• Council of Foreign Relations 

• Prince Bernard of The Netherlands 

• Cardinal Alfrink 

• Prime Minister Gough Whitlam (Australia), Attorney General Lionel Murphy 

• Media Mogul Ted Turner 

• JFK, LB Johnson, Nixon and Reagon. 

First there were 27 Victims in the film The Blood Cult. Then 23 victims came forward to make up 50 

Voices of Ritual Abuse who testify that ritual abuse is real. Then the stories of 111 victims 

culminated in The Blood Cult II. 

Jeanette’s conference in the UK brings another mix of testimonies and presentations together with 

the result that there is indeed a pattern and a picture that annihilates all efforts of denial.  

Survivors talk about FACTS, despite consistent attempts to deny and dismiss them as fake memories. 

Survivors recount COMMON EXPERIENCES all over the world. Survivors are at different STAGES OF HEALING 

before they can talk or write about their experiences.  

But Story Films, commissioned by Channel 4, want to know better? 

Listen to the Children, the Adults and the General Public that is waking up! 

Ted Gunderson, former FBI special agent 
He doesn’t drop names, but professions: “Judges, law enforcement prosecutors, attorneys, doctors 

and many, many prominent individuals, including actors, actresses, professional football and 

baseball players.”  

13. Pedoempire Strikes Back: online and in 5 Books 

Pedoempire.org is about Paedophilia & Empire: Satan, 

Sodomy and the Deep State 
Pedoempire stands for everything that Sandra Fecht learned from 

her patients, and Catherin Austin Fitts from her financial analyses 

and named Mr Global.  

George Orwell’s 1984 is but a faint shadow of what the global 

agenda is. But armchair activists and social media publishers are 

competing with mainstream media, not only in terms of message, 

but also reach. In fact, Twitter tends to set trends for topics that 

mainstream media pick up.  

However, with respect to SRA, mainstream media cover up, 

whereas social media expose.  

https://unbroken.global/video/sra-survivor-jeanette-archer-her-story-and-recovery-sep-3-2023/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid0ChLwdUsqbf7PAMFKdPikhC75frTTKUGuYCA3XrKcaL7AVuWFcHCUzbDoR7yaHzD8l&id=100005374578291
https://www.kla.tv/26296
https://www.kla.tv/26296
https://www.50voices.org/en/start-en/
https://www.50voices.org/en/start-en/
https://www.kla.tv/27300
https://pedoempire.org/contents/
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That is particularly unfortunate when I have to discover that the Cook Report on The Devil’s Work 

does not exist in its original form online, but only dissected by someone with ‘vested interests’.  

Credibility Matters Most  

Searchability Counts Considerably 

I: A Quarter Million Millennia of Human 

Enslavement, Child Rape and Blood Sacrifice from 

Antiquity to the Modern Catholic Church  
That’s why we live in Biblical ‘end times’, enter a new era of 

2,000 years according to Indian philosophy and experience 

accelerating change on all levels of earthly existence.  

II: The United Kingdom – The World’s Pedophilia 

Epicenter 
Who would have come to this conclusion unless a thorough 

researcher such as Joachim Hagopian who calls himself a 

diehard truth seeker of both truth and justice on LinkedIn.  

III: The Rothschild Illuminati Bloodline and Ties to More British Scandals 
Amazon writes: The centrality of the United Kingdom to Satanic and paedophile practices is so deep 

and broad that two of the five books in the series must be devoted to Great Britain.  

The third volume -- the second focused on the United Kingdom -- covers The Rothschild Illuminati 

Bloodline and Ties to More British Scandals. Canada is included in the North American volume and 

Australia in the rest of the world volume. This volume covers the British Royal Family going back 

1,200 years; Sir Jimmy Savile and BBC (Buggering British Children for the cognoscenti); the inter-

related practices of SRA, child torture and murder and the consumption of adrenalized blood and 

body parts, and necrophilia. Margaret Thatcher, Tony Blair, and the most senior British Lords and 

officers of the government corrupted by Israel are also discussed. 

IV: North America’s Shameful Pedophilia Scandals Exposed Like Never Before 
The author writes: Book 4 focuses on North America. The United Kingdom, covered in Book 2 and 

the Rothschilds covered in Book 3, remain the centre of SRA and murderous paedophilia regime, but 

the “colonies” have been deeply corrupted by the UK and the Rothschilds. 

V: Pedophilia Operations in Europe, Australia, Middle East and the Rest of the Planet  
Book 5 focusses on the rest of the world including Australia, where the Prime Ministers at the 
national and provincial levels are richly deserving of measured public scrutiny. Meticulously 
documented, all chapters are free online with endnotes and links to the endnote sources. The print 
collection is the most extraordinary documentation series on Satanic paedophilia and child 
trafficking and torture ever written.  

PS 1: British Prince Andrew visited Ukraine this summer, abused and abducted two 
children from the war-ravaged country, sources report. Aug. 29th, 2023 

PS 2: Zelensky Insider blows Whistle on Massive Elite Pedophile Ring in Ukraine 
The discoveries of a former driver for a foundation that used the children of orphanages to supply 
them to alleged abusers. Nov. 29th, 2023 

https://www.amazon.com/Pedophilia-Empire-Sodomy-Kingdom-Epicenter/dp/B08NDRCWBC/ref=zg_bs_g_10801_sccl_9/144-1205211-3944829?psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Pedophilia-Empire-Sodomy-Kingdom-Epicenter/dp/B08NDRCWBC/ref=zg_bs_g_10801_sccl_9/144-1205211-3944829?psc=1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joachim-hagopian-79a1b01b/
https://pedoempire.org/book-3-in-print-second-book-to-focus-on-uk-as-center-of-the-global-pedophilia-satanic-ritual-abuse-network/
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/cognoscenti
https://pedoempire.org/book-4-in-print-linked-table-of-contents/
https://pedoempire.org/book-5-final-book-published-in-print/
https://rense.com/general97/global-elite-child-trafficking.php
https://rense.com/general97/global-elite-child-trafficking.php
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/11/zelensky-insider-blows-whistle-on-massive-elite-pedophile-ring-in-ukraine-video-3803403.html
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14. The Professional Realm of ‘Plausible Deniability’ 

Police for Arrests – because the are Complicit and Because they Can 
What contributes more: ”crime targets” as policy or their complicity as participants and / or 

protectors of their employers?.  

Courts for Prisons – because it’s all about money 
In simple words, plausible deniability means:  

• everything that can be denied, is deniable and will be denied, as long as it plausible; 

• everything that needs to be denied, is denied, because they can; 

• so far, “they” have been getting away with denying.  

When is evidence sufficient to topple deniability? 

15. “The Devil is Real” – Karen, the Catholic Priest in Prison 
I did not know about the reality of “the enemy” until I attended every Bible group on offer.  

I did not know about Ephesians 6 and The Armour of God for earth as the battleground for soul 

catching. I had not used the power of prayer and I had forgotten the enthusiasm that can be 

experienced when worshipping God.  

Making Sense is the Psychological Challenge 
To discover that a CHURCH could be used for crimes against children was too much for my ideas of 

holiness and sacredness. To see the priest behind a curtain in Court, literally covered up, was too 

much of a farce for my mind used to data and facts. And thus I used prison time for opening my 

spiritual eyes.  

Since then I discovered that Richard Carvath noticed that Hampstead Christchurch does not actually 

preach Jesus’ gospel, but the post is gone. How many satanic churches might be around by now? 

16. “Heaven is Real” – Thousands of Near Death Experiencers 
Once I had access to the internet again, I watched testimonies of visits to heaven and hell. I was 

particularly impressed when I heard this pilot say that being without God is worse than Hell.  

Near Death Experiences (NDEs) 
I had begun studying NDEs when my father died in 1975. That was by reading books. Now there 

more books and videos than ever before, but the message is the same: our own conscience becomes 

our judge, while Jesus and the Almighty welcome us with the deepest love imaginable.  

17. “We Believe the Children” – A Hoax Alternative to End 

Deniability 
When High Court Judge Anna Pauffley “had no intention of returning the children”, we went online 

with a petition and a blog as advocates of children’s rights. We sought recourse in the Court of Public 

Interest. Online we could comment, share links and make videos, and we experienced ‘trolling’ and 

online harassment.  

Now that Story Films have been paid by Channel 4 to make a film about the Hampstead Paedophile 

Hoax Ring, we need to go online again, with more online options and far more information about 

SRA as a non-deniable global phenomenon, as deplorable and shameful it is.  

https://presenceofgodencounters.com/news/the-mystic-next-door-randy-kay-ministries-interview
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Social Media Step in when Mainstream Betrays 
Now we need to do it on video. Collectively. In your face. Not just hidden as a comment, a blog or a 

video here and there. Just as Survivors are coming together, so can we as advocates of children’s 

rights and Supporters of the Hampstead Children.  

For enough is enough. On too many levels of betrayal, lies and victimisation.  

The media buck stops here.  

18. Countries of Victims and Perpetrators in the Blood Cult Films 
1. United Kingdom;  
2. United States 
3. The Vatican 
4. Australia 
5. Austria 
6. France 
7. Germany 
8. Ireland 

9. Italy 
10. Romania 
11. Saudi Arabia 
12. Scotland 
13. South Africa 
14. Switzerland 
15. The Netherlands 
16. Wales 

 


